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Matt 6:10 Your kingdom come. Your will be done, On Earth as it is in Heaven. 
To function on earth as it is in heaven, we need our identity as sons to come from the Father 
We must not try to get our identity from what we do, else it will drive us 
  
We need a cardiognosis, face to face, heart to heart, knowing the desires of the Father’s heart, to 
guide and lead us 
We can then reflect the Father’s heart on earth as it is in heaven, free to only do what we see Him 
doing 
  
This governmental function is according to our cherubic nature within the Order of Melchizedek 
We need to take our place in heaven as sons within YHVH in order to function governmentally as the 
order of Melchizedek  
We govern within the power of His name, reflecting heaven into the earth as gateways 
  
Encounters that stirred my destiny  
2013 encounter in the solar system 
World was spinning and stopped; and blue lights were arcing over the atmosphere; and then the 
world started spinning in the opposite direction 
Establishing benches of three and the blueprints for cities of refuge released 
 

 
  
Develop relationships with like-minded people around the world 
Started the Engaging God programme 
Online manual to equip the Joshua Generation to live according to the Order of Melchizedek 
It is a tool to help disciple the harvest in their supernatural inheritance 
  
Creation is our inheritance; and its restoration is our responsibility 
Creation is waiting for us to be revealed in mature sonship 
Creation will be set free as we become free in our sonship 
Rom 8 describes this truth 
  
Rom 8:19 For the anxious longing of the creation waits eagerly for the revealing of the sons of God. 
20 For the creation was subjected to futility, not willingly, but because of Him who subjected it, in 
hope 21 that the creation itself also will be set free from its slavery to corruption into the freedom of 
the glory of the children of God. 
  
Matt 19:28 And Jesus said to them, “Truly I say to you, that you who have followed Me, in the 
regeneration when the Son of Man will sit on His glorious throne, you also shall sit upon twelve 
thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel. 
Regeneration – paliggenesis is linked to kingdom government 
  
Dan 7:13 “I kept looking in the night visions, and behold, with the clouds of heaven one like a Son of 
Man was coming, and He came up to the Ancient of Days and was presented before Him. 
Resurrection day was enthronement day 
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Eph 1:20 which He brought about in Christ, when He raised Him from the dead and seated Him at His 
right hand in the heavenly places, 21 far above all rule and authority and power and dominion, and 
every name that is named, not only in this age but also in the one to come.  
  
Dan 7:14 “And to Him was given dominion, Glory and a kingdom, that all the peoples, nations and 
men of every language might serve Him. His dominion is an everlasting dominion which will not pass 
away; and His kingdom is one which will not be destroyed. 
  
Dan 7:27 Then the sovereignty, the dominion and the greatness of all the kingdoms under the whole 
heaven will be given to the people of the saints of the Highest One; His kingdom will be an 
everlasting kingdom, and all the dominions will serve and obey Him.’ 
  
Eph 2:6 and raised us up with Him, and seated us with Him in the heavenly places in Christ Jesus, 7 
so that in the ages to come He might show the surpassing riches of His grace in kindness toward us 
in Christ Jesus. 
  
Eph 1:22 And He put all things in subjection under His feet, and gave Him as head over all things to 
the church, 23 which is His body, the fullness of Him who fills all in all. 
Eph 1:3 Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who has blessed us with every 
spiritual blessing in the heavenly places in Christ, 
  
So in Matthew 19:28 paliggenesia refers to a "new world" or "new age", fulfilling Jewish hopes that 
were speaking of the future; as the restoration and renewal of the world, or the new age, begin to 
be, or to come into existence 
  
Regeneration awaiting a renewal both of land and of the entire world. The Jews thus used 
paliggenesia in an eschatological sense of the renewing of the world in the time of the Messiah. 
We are in the new covenant age, the period where all things are being restored 
  
Regeneration – paliggenesia is the re-birth of physical creation 
From palin and genesis; (spiritual) rebirth (the state or the act), i.e. (figuratively) spiritual renovation; 
specially, Messianic restoration -- regeneration. 
  
Regeneration (paliggenesia or palingenesia from the adverb palin = back, again, back again + noun 
genesis = origin, race and birth in turn derived from ginomai = cause to be ["gen"-erate], to become, 
to begin to be or to come into existence) regeneration, renewal 
  
This is another example of eschatology changing interpretation – the rapture and millennialism 
futurises our present reality 
Strong’s definition of regeneration: 3824 paliggenesía is used twice in the NT referring to: a) the re-
birth of physical creation at Christ's return (Advent), which inaugurates His millennial kingdom (Mt 
19:28; cf. Ro 8:18-25); 
  
The literal meaning of the word regeneration: renewal, restoration that we are called to participate 
in as sons of God, is perverted and given to a future generation for 1000 years after Jesus supposedly 
returns 
Kingdom government is put off to another age and another people; and is removed from us, in total 
contradiction to Dan 7 
  
Eschatological core values – Kris Valloton 
Our view of the end times can be a deciding factor in how we live our lives. Here are my eight 
eschatological core values. 
I have added other suggestions 
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I will not embrace an end-time worldview that re-empowers a disempowered devil. 
I will not accept an eschatology that takes away my children’s future, and creates mindsets that 
undermine the mentality of leaving a legacy. 
I will not tolerate any theology that sabotages the clear command of Jesus to make disciples of all 
nations and the Lord’s Prayer that earth would be like heaven. 
  
I will not allow any interpretation of the scriptures that destroys hope for the nations and 
undermines our command to restore ruined cities. 
I will not embrace an eschatology that changes the nature of a good God. 
I refuse to embrace any mindset that celebrates bad news as a sign of the times and a necessary 
requirement for the return of Jesus. 
  
I am opposed to any doctrinal position that pushes the promises of God into a time zone that can’t 
be obtained in my generation and therefore takes away any responsibility I have to believe God for 
them in my lifetime. 
I don’t believe that the last days are a time of judgment, nor do I believe God gave the church the 
right to call for wrath for sinful cities.  
  
I refuse an eschatology that limits what God can do in and through me; that limits setting the 
captives free – healed, delivered and walking their lives out fully in Jesus; an eschatology that limits 
my full potential as a child of God; that will limit my children, grandchildren and their children's 
children in dreaming big and achieving more than I have ever dreamed of in my life; and most of all, 
that limits Jesus in me, and me in Him. 
  
I refuse to embrace a view that reverts God back to an old covenant way of operating with the world 
I refuse to embrace an eschatology that disempowers the church from taking responsibility, growing 
into maturity, and growing into unity. 
  
I refuse to accept any form of eschatology that diminishes the importance of the church to God's 
eternal plan. 
I refuse to believe in an eschatology that promotes escapism. The church doesn't get to escape the 
earth, it gets to usher in the rule and reign of God. Heaven is coming to earth. God among us, not 
escaping from us. 
  
I will not embrace an end times theology that trivialises the work of the Cross as being God's final 
answer for a broken and sinful world; and requires more punishment 
I refuse to accept any eschatological paradigm that takes past events and re-prophesies them to 
make them future events just to fit its worldview. 
  
I refuse an eschatology that de-emphasises the care and stewardship of the earth; a view that takes 
away the joy of tending the beautiful creation that God entrusted to us in the garden. 
I refuse to embrace an eschatology that does not promote the increase of the government of God's 
Kingdom on the earth through his ambassadors. 
  
Embassies should have an expectation for restoration and be working towards this prophetic 
perspective to unveil the light and truth of restoration 
Our focus reflects the Father’s heart for regeneration and restoration 
  
Isa 60:1 “Arise, shine; for your light has come, and the glory of the Lord has risen upon you. 2 For 
behold, darkness will cover the earth and deep darkness the peoples; But the Lord will rise upon you 
and His glory will appear upon you. 3 Nations will come to your light, and kings to the brightness of 
your rising.” 
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Isa 61:4 Then they will rebuild the ancient ruins, They will raise up the former devastations; and they 
will repair the ruined cities, the desolations of many generations. 
This is our destiny as sons of God: to be involved in the paliggenesía, the renewal and restoration of 
all things back to God’s original desire, thought and intent 
  
Act 3:20 and that He may send Jesus, the Christ appointed for you, 21 whom heaven must receive 
until the period of restoration of all things about which God spoke by the mouth of His holy prophets 
from ancient time. 
Restoration is the Greek word -apokatastasis 
  
Apokatastasis: Restoration  
From Greek: reconstitution, re-establishment, restitution, or restoration to the original or primordial 
condition. 
It is the responsibility of Embassies to oversee this restoration by expanding heaven on earth 
  
At a conference in 2015, I saw Joshua and Joseph come and stand on my left and right, and Enoch 
stand behind, and Daniel stand in front 
Joseph and Joshua held up my hands symbolically to strengthen me in my mandate towards the 
Joshua Generation 
  
Joseph established physical storehouses to receive 20% of the harvest to be ready for the future 
Heavenly embassies or cities of refuge are storehouses on the earth, ready and prepared for the 
spiritual harvest of harvesters 
  
Bob Jones appeared in our meeting 3 days after his passing as one of the cloud of witnesses 
He offered a fiery scroll for the billion-fold harvest 
A week later Jesus came with another fiery scroll for the Joshua Generation 
  
2014/15 I was in the temple facing the burning altar and the seraphim 
I saw many interdimensional maps. I was given a golden bow and fired arrows into various maps of 
different nations 
The first was the USA; the arrows had red cord attached, and they formed a pattern of government 
I was told that this pattern will be replicated around the earth 
 

 
  
After I had visited those areas on the map to prepare and connect people to establish Embassies, 
I stepped into the four faces of God and was given a fiery scroll in each hand: 
Scroll for the Joshua Generation a scroll for the harvest of a billion harvesters 
  
I was then translated simultaneously to stand before all the governmental buildings and palaces 
around the earth 
I declared before all earthly government the establishing of the Joshua Generation and Embassies of 
Heaven in every nation for every people group 
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This is a new era, where the government of heaven and its judicial authority is being released to My 
sons.  
Call to the sons of man to come to their eternal positions to establish heavenly government on the 
earth.  
The call is to the Joshua Generation to prepare for the harvest.  
Establishing ARCs, habitations of God, gardens of God, Cities of Refuge, storehouses for the harvest, 
Embassies of heaven on earth  
Living in the overlap of heaven and earth 
Living under the higher spiritual authority and laws of heaven 
  
Storehouses and Embassies reveal different perspectives 
Storehouses for the harvest of harvesters to reach the world harvest 
Embassies for governmentally bringing heaven to the earth 
  
Different aspects to the different descriptions of what God is building 
Ekklesia functioning together as Embassies for cities or regions 
What are our functions as Ambassadors? 
  
Gen 41:38 Then Pharaoh said to his servants, “Can we find a man like this, in whom is a divine 
spirit?” 39 So Pharaoh said to Joseph, “Since God has informed you of all this, there is no one so 
discerning and wise as you are. 40 You shall be over my house, and according to your command all 
my people shall do homage; only in the throne I will be greater than you.” 
  
Gen 41:41 Pharaoh said to Joseph, “See, I have set you over all the land of Egypt.” 42 Then Pharaoh 
took off his signet ring from his hand and put it on Joseph’s hand, and clothed him in garments of 
fine linen and put the gold necklace around his neck. 
  
Gen 41:47 During the seven years of plenty the land brought forth abundantly. 48 So he gathered all 
the food of these seven years which occurred in the land of Egypt and placed the food in the cities; 
he placed in every city the food from its own surrounding fields. 49 Thus Joseph stored up grain in 
great abundance like the sand of the sea, until he stopped measuring it, for it was beyond measure. 
  
Gen 41:55 ... Pharaoh said to all the Egyptians, “Go to Joseph; whatever he says to you, you shall 
do.” 56 When the famine was spread over all the face of the earth, then Joseph opened all the 
storehouses, and sold to the Egyptians; and the famine was severe in the land of Egypt. 57 The 
people of all the earth came to Egypt to buy grain from Joseph, because the famine was severe in all 
the earth. 
  
Isa 2:2 Now it will come about that In the last days The mountain of the house of the Lord Will be 
established as the chief of the mountains, And will be raised above the hills; And all the nations will 
stream to it. 3 And many peoples will come and say, “Come, let us go up to the mountain of the 
Lord” 
  
Isa 60:1 “Arise, shine; for your light has come, And the glory of the Lord has risen upon you. 2 For 
behold, darkness will cover the earth And deep darkness the peoples; But the Lord will rise upon you 
And His glory will appear upon you. 3 Nations will come to your light, And kings to the brightness of 
your rising.” 
  
God is calling to a generation who have been through the wilderness years 
He is calling to the Joshua generation to arise and shine 
Cross over and take possession of their inheritance 
Pioneers who occupy the land and restore it 
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Phil 3:20 For our citizenship is in heaven 
Col 1:13 For He rescued us from the domain of darkness, and transferred us to the kingdom of His 
beloved Son,  
We are citizens of a heavenly supernatural kingdom; living on earth, but ruling from heaven 
  
An embassy is occupied by the people from the nation it represents 
It has an ambassador and diplomatic officials representing the interests of the country of origin 
We are all ambassadors and diplomatic officials with immunity from the laws of the country it is 
based in 
  
2 Cor 5:20 Therefore, we are ambassadors for Christ, as though God were making an appeal through 
us; we beg you on behalf of Christ, be reconciled to God. 
Eph 6:20 … I am an ambassador in chains; that in proclaiming the kingdom I may speak boldly 
  
The Law of Ambassadorship 
Ambassadors with the word and ministry of reconciliation 
2 Corinthians 5:18-20 Now all these things are from God, who reconciled us to Himself through 
Christ and gave us the ministry of reconciliation, namely, that God was in Christ reconciling the 
world to Himself, not counting their trespasses against them,  
  
2 Corinthians 5:18-20 and He has committed to us the word of reconciliation. Therefore, we are 
ambassadors for Christ, as though God were making an appeal through us; we beg you on behalf of 
Christ, be reconciled to God.  
  
2 Cor 5:18-20 (Mirror Bible) The idea of mankind’s co-inclusion in the death and resurrection of Jesus 
Christ is entirely God’s doing! To now realize that God has indeed brought final closure to the old 
and for us to see everything and everyone in this new light is to simply see what God has always 
known to be true about us in Christ … we are not debating human experience, opinion, or their 
contribution; this is exactly what God believes. In Jesus Christ, God exchanged equivalent value to 
redeem us to himself. He went to the highest extreme in this act of reconciliation to persuade us of 
our original worth! This God has given us as the mandate of our ministry.  Our ministry declares that 
Jesus did not act independently of his Father. God was present in Christ when he reconciled the total 
kosmos to himself. Deity and humanity embraced in him; the fallen state of mankind was deleted; 
their trespasses would no longer count against them! He now announces his friendship with every 
individual from within us!  
  
An ambassador is a diplomatic official of the highest rank, appointed and accredited as 
representative in residence by one government or sovereign to another 
An authorized messenger or representative. Agent, apostolic delegate, messenger, minister, 
emissary 
  
John 17:18 “As You sent Me into the world, I also have sent them into the world.” 
John 20:21 So Jesus said to them again, “Peace be with you; as the Father has sent Me, I also send 
you.” 
  
This makes us ambassadors, citizens of another kingdom (heaven), but living on the earth as 
gateways of heaven into the earth, bringing heaven to earth. 
As ambassadors, we take our orders and get our authority from heaven. 
  
We are protected by heavenly protection; our provision comes from heaven.  
We live by the laws of heaven, the economy and political system of heaven. 
Like the characteristics of e.g. an ambassador of the UK based in another country. 
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The embassy is British soil, protected by British troops, taking orders from Whitehall (London) and 
representing British interest and operating under British laws and culture.  
They are in constant contact with the home country and do not operate from personal opinions but 
mandates from HQ. 
  
We are tasked with more than just representing the interests of heaven. 
As citizens of heaven we carry heaven’s authority, we each have a kingship to exercise and a sphere 
of life to rule over.  
We need to demonstrate God’s power and authority through our kingship and expand God’s 
kingdom 
  
We represent one kingdom (heaven) in another kingdom (earth) 
We live by the laws of heaven 
Ekklesia is like an embassy territory on foreign soil – You are Ekklesia 
We are protected by heavenly authority 
We are not to be influenced by earthly culture, society or customs; but to influence and transform 
them. 
  
We are the ambassadors of heaven: Sons of Light, Sons of the kingdom, to colonise this world. 
Gen 1:28 God blessed them; and God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth, and 
subdue it; and rule over it 
To coelumform earth as it is in heaven 
  
We live under kingdom authority 
New health service – healing and health 
New economic and financial services 
New education system 
New society – paradise restored 
New speech, new attitudes, new ideals, new culture 
New behaviours, abilities and powers 
Heaven transforming the earth 
  
An embassy has authority which gives it authorisation to operate on behalf of heaven 
Authority to speak on behalf of God 
We have the supernatural power of heaven at our disposal to demonstrate heaven’s higher 
authority 
  
When Rome built its empire it used a key insight to establish its infrastructure and culture 
Romans send 300 citizens to invade a territory to set up a Castra to be the influence for dominion  
Ekklesia should be a colony of heaven 
Colonisation is our mission 
  
I made some declarations for our region to release a sound that would help facilitate Embassies of 
Heaven being established 
Make your own declarations for your town, city, area or region – whatever sphere you have a 
mandate for 
  
I call into the region of the South West (of the UK) for the wells to be dug and the fire of heaven to 
be made ready.  
Let the heavenly call for governmental authority of the order of Melchizedek be answered. 
I call for the mandates and blueprints to be prepared and released for the government of each area 
and for the new heavenly order Ekklesia and embassies of heaven to arise 
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I call for the limitations to be removed and the eyes of hearts to be opened to glimpse the reality of 
heavenly potential possibilities. 
I call for faith to arise and all the distractions of the enemy to be exposed.  
I call for the priorities of heaven to envision the hearts of men and women to be drawn to their 
eternal destiny. 
  

Let maps of men be redrawn from the perspectives of heaven.  
Let new boundary stones be set in place and the foundations of the perimeter of the South West (of 
the UK) be established.   
I call for Beyond the Veil to be the dawn of a new day. 
I call for the glory of heaven to cause the rising and shining of a new order.  
  

l call for the light of the new dawn to break forth with the frequency of heavens sound resonating 
between heaven and earth.  
I call for the alignment of the royal priesthood of heaven to release the oracles and the legislation to 
be the foundations of earthly government. 
Let Your kingdom come; your will be done, on earth as it is in heaven. 
  

I saw the maps of men being reshaped by the frequency of heaven’s call.  
I saw the South West (of the UK) map, with heaven's government.  
I saw the pillars of fire being connected to form a canopy of fire over God's region.  
  

I saw scrolls coming out of heaven carried by the Prince warring angels of the SW region (of the UK) 
handing them to the angels of the cities of refuge.  
I saw the angels of the new order Ekklesia calling for the willing hearts of men to rise up and come 
forth.  
  

l saw new portals opening over the region with new scrolls for the mountains of creativity. 
I saw the heavenly mountains thrones being invested and authority to open the everlasting doors 
being given.  
  

I saw God calling for the Joshua, Enoch, Daniel and Joseph Generation to arise and take their 
heavenly places and prepare for the harvest by establishing the storehouses. 
  

I call for blueprints of heaven's scroll house to be prepared for release into the earth. 
I call for the alignment of the 12 Chancellors' Houses for the Joshua Generation 
  

I call for precepts, statutes and laws to release the ordinances of heaven, bringing new mantles, 
weapons and scrolls; and the discovery house to be made ready in preparation. 
  

I saw legions of angels being released into the world with mandates for embassies 
The angels are waiting for the mandates to be received by the Joshua Generation, who will establish 
heaven on the earth 
  

The targets acquired the hearts of the wilderness dwellers  
Weapons released to engage the dissatisfied, disillusioned, hopeless and disparate.  
Love bombs of new hope, vision and experiences of heaven released. 
I call forth the boundary stones for the perimeter of the UK. 
I call forth the government for the South West of the UK 
I call for the benches of heavenly government to arise for new order Ekklesia and embassies of 
heaven. 
  

I call for the release of the scrolls for blueprints and mandates for the storehouses. 
I call for the Lion to roar with governmental order and the Eagle to soar with legislative authority. 
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I call for the oracles of heaven to be released and the word and the spirit to be in union.  
I call for those within the evangelical streams to hear the true oracles of heaven and to experience 
the true living word of God. 
  

I call for those in the charismatic streams to experience the true and full expression of the Spirit of 
God. 
I call the evangelical and charismatic to join the orthodox in the true unity and unison of the order of 
Melchizedek. 
I call for streams of men to become joined to the river of life and a torrent of glory to be released 
into the earth. 
  

Son, come and stand in the Council of 70 as ambassador.  
Set the boundary stones for the South West and UK, for the perimeter that will form the 
environment for the Joshua Generation to arise and occupy as pioneers.  
  

Set the boundary stones in place for the area, to call forth the benches for the local blueprints to be 
established. 
I call forth those who will be the sounds for their areas, cities, regions and nations.  
I call for them to be strongly planted in identity and heavenly authority. 
I call forth government for …. 
  

I release the blue light call for the boundary stones to receive their scrolls and mandates.  
I release the ordinances of heaven to be engaged by encounter in dreams, visions and visitations.  
I call for the judgments to be delivered in justice for the new order. 
  

I call for the blueprint for the South West of the UK to come forth and the governmental strategies 
to be released.  
I call for the revelation of the wells of fire to be unveiled 
I call forth the walls of fire the pillars of fire to be established 
  

God is calling to a generation who have been through the wilderness years 
He is calling to the Joshua generation as sons to arise and shine 
He is calling people to cross over and take possession of their inheritance 
Pioneers who will occupy the land and restore it 
 

  
 

  
Steps like Jacob’s ladder, leading up to heaven  
Start thinking about those steps and the open door 
Hear the invitation to come up here 
Let those steps form in your imagination and, by faith, walk up 
those steps to the door  
Step through the veil into the kingdom realm 
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Jesus is standing in the doorway 
Present yourself to Jesus, your High Priest, as a living sacrifice 
Ask Jesus to take you to engage the arc within the tabernacle 
Let Him take you by the hand and lead you 
 
 
 

 
 
 
You stand before the arc of His presence  
You seek His will and purpose 
Eat the hidden manna, His will; let your spirit receive it 
Start to resonate with His will and purpose 
Open your heart and let Him write and reveal your destiny, your 
mandate 
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